PHILS PICK TEAM TONIGHT TO MEET MARSHALL LAWNS
Irving Elect Officers for Spring Term—The Program

The Philhellenic literary society will hold its sophomore tryouts at Close hall tonight at the regular hour. The question to be discussed is that of establishing a central bank in the United States. Every sophomore is expected to tryout for the team, which will be picked by vote of the society. The Marshall Law team, which the Phils team is to meet this spring, will be picked next week. The other societies will hold regular programs as follows:

Irving
Music
Declarations—hart
Delauro: "Resolved, That the President of the United States is at present the most important person in this country."

Oriole
Authors—Penny Dexters Lit—L. J. McWilliams
Project: "The Farmer's Land—Progress or Retrenchment?"

Epsilon
Latin and Greek
Debate

Zeta
Greek
Music
Complete program will be announced later.

Fun of the Week
Kappa Sigma will entertain at a dancing party at the chapter house tonight at 9:30. There will be a corseted dance, with social dancing to follow. All members of the Kappa Sigma fraternity are invited.

Southeastern Conference
Southeastern Conference
Speaker: Reverend L. W. Mosher, member of the committee for the movement of the future.

Dean of Men

IOWA WRESTLING TEAM LEAVES FOR NEBRASKA
Dean Ternker to Accompany Men in Schoenherr's Place

The Iowa wrestling team, composed of Face Ottman, Gilhindt and Brunson, will leave tonight for Lincoln where tomorrow they will meet the team representing the state universi
ty located at that place. The issue to be accompanied by Dean Wil
ter T. J. Tafers as coach is scheduled to arrive at Atkinson, Neb., afflicting in the state high school basketball tourna
ment.

"应注意 preferential system of the United States is inadequate to meet the Better needs of business—Oviatt and Carberry.

In connection with the announcement of the Pan-Hellenic association, it was decided that there would be no delegation from the University of Iowa. The meeting will be resumed tomorrow afternoon, the deciding game of the Iowa-Pennsylvania series will be played.

The track on Iowa field is still composed mostly of water, and like the baseball diamond will not dry until the high water of the Iowa river goes down somewhat.

There is a chance to carouse safely these days, and drives the would-be runners over on the outer away with the knowledge that they are not going to be flooded out. Practical in starting for the trip and in going over the fastest hock makes up most of the work for the men.

The freshmen are turning out in larger numbers than are the eligible varsity men, and are showing better form generally. Persons and Stranger, the Iowa City boy who set the record for the quarter-mile last spring, will be accompanied by Dean of Theological College, who will speak at next Sunday's vesper service. He will be at the University of Iowa, with one exception, men out.

Iowa will not enter a team in the conference indoor meet at Evanston, Ill., because the weather is too cold. There is not enough high-class material available and the men have no interest to win.

The Iowa team will have a team in some of the events in the Drake outdoor meet at Des Moines, April 27, although men will probably not be entered in all of the events. What races Keeling will select for his extreme is not certain; it is possible, however, that he will put teams in each of the four relay races.

Swarms Club Tonight
The Swarms club will meet in the physics lecture room, this evening, March 29, at 7:30 o'clock. A paper on "Iowa Weather and Clim
mate" will be presented by Profes
or A. G. Smith. This meeting is open to the public, and a nominal invitation fee of 25 cents is extended to all who desire to attend.

Will Elect This Week
Wauki, the honorary junior so
ciety, will hold its regular meeting this week, and it is expected the elect members of the first week, the elect of the senior officers of the organization yesterday.

* * *

Dane Has Four More Events
Babe has four more events on the schedule.

Ottoman Wine Emily
The Ottoman wine is currently on sale at Oleum, Coral, and is expected to be in stock at the Hotel Des Moines, April 27, 1910. The sale will be given some time in late April or May.
GEORGE D. BARTH, Grocer

We have always been of the opinion that cleanliness should be next to godliness. Consequently, our store is kept spotless with a thorough clean-up every Saturday. In fact, many patrons have come to depend upon this and we are still better motivated for our patrons in this direction.

Way to keep your groceries at the store which has the best of everything and in no hurry, at the same time.

The Pure Food Emporium
6 S. South Street, Street.
Easter and Spring

BOOKS IN SILK, DRESS GOODS AND WASH GOODS, FABRICS.

Buying in large quantities enables us to sell at lowest prices.


The Store That Sells WOOLTEX

GREGGS PREPARING FOR COMING EVENTS

MYSTERY IN PLANS FOR PAN-HELLENIC BASEBALL

Purdue Baseball Soon to be Drawing into Inter-District Scandal

Complete silence is to be the policy this year of the Pan-Hellenic council in regard to the annual Inter-District baseball game. This year will probably be one of the most elaborate affairs ever seen on the inter-city field. The interest is expected to be greater than ever before, and every number of the committee appointed, but when it comes to handling out anything definite in the way of time rates will say no word.

It is hinted by some that the Greek temple effect used by the party one year ago will be tried this time, but several members have denied this and they refuse to divulge the color scheme. The Secretary of Sigma Nu is chairman of the Pan-Hellenic council, but along with the rest of the committee is mum on the subject.

Patrons for the party have not yet been chosen, but these are to be announced in the very near future. Activities in Pan-Hellenic circles will shortly center their attention in Pan-Hellenic baseball, for the games are being played with much of a regularity now and active to say every chapter is champion. Players have been developing the great souls whose arms are ten to the bone and many is the Greek who has missed base hits and singles around the third base, only to be satisfied with the sub-pot bob. Will Wright at the Sigma Chi home has been holding in well to the big arm chair ever since Christmas and "Bugs" K.G. up at Sigma Alpha Ephe- mera on more than three different occasions felt sorry thinking how easy it would be to touch. You may hear it said, Jimmy Mimick up at Phi Delta Theta has been fouling Fernando Durango of Kappa Sigma until the mighty "Tickle" at the ball and a small college place has shaken in its boots. Not in mention that allowing the ailest got at the hands of Barry Crow of Alpha Epsilon Psi, and they do say now in how Cooper at Sigma Nu has been matching strength with a pupil ever since Judas 1.3.

Getting down to hard facts it appears that generally every chapter in school will have at least one of the strong teams this year and in spite of the Olym- pus will probably have its hands full with them. The mighty "Tickle" at the Pan-Hellenic place gets off the book like a well trained

Complete courses in Bookkeeping, Banking, Stenography, Typewriting, and Bookkeeping. Write us today for our catalogue.

THE IOWA PANTORIUM

CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

A new organization with new ideas and new clothes. Call and let us tell you about them. Suits made to order $10 up.

THE IOWA PANTORIUM

185 S. Clinton

Phone 805

THE PROPER THING

To Give Is FLOWERS—For Receptions Parties Birthdays Anniversaries Weddings Acknowledgements Regrets and Greetings

Aldous & Son

18 S. Clinton

The Proper Thing

For those who use the mg to make your

39" "The Proper Thing"

for the more complete and natural appearance of your flowers.

$1.50 for a dozen.

T. K. Delaney

Men's New Spring Suit Samples now on Display—Select your new Spring Suit now. Made to measure $15.00 and up. Clothing Carefully Cleaned, Repaired and Pressed. Phone 17.
The Stein Bloch Suit Should
Be the Suit for You This Spring

The Stein Bloch Garments are Recognized as the Most Perfect Ready to Wear Clothes Made in America. Our Large Shipmenf Just Received Shows Superiority in Every Way to Any Line. We Have Ever Sold. The Values Have Surpassed Expectations and We Know That They Will Surprise You.

You Will Find in Lines the Latest Approved Styles, Woolen of Quality, and Many Desirable Patterns.

We Have Made for Us Some Very Choice Garments. Many Exclusive Weaves and Patterns. They Are all So Made That They Have That Distinctness That Every Good Dresser Desires. Central Values at $50.00 and $75.00.

At $50.00, $55.00 and $65.00 We Have Many Desirable Fabrics and Patterns. These Garments Are Well Made and Will Keep Their Shape. Look at the Swell Patterns of This Grade of Alts in Our Window Every One is a Real Value.

We Talk Quality and Values

We Sell Nothing About the Fit of Our Garments. For It Is a Foregone Conclusion That Every Garment We Sell Must Fit Perfectly. The Collar Will Sit Right, the Shoulders Will Be Right, and the Fronts Will Hang the Way They Should or We Will Not Let You Have It. Our Perfect Fits Are Our Best Advertisement.

Clever Clothes for Particular People

The Home of Happy Dressers